A dynamic mean field theory for dissipative interacting many-electron systems: Markovian formalism and its implementation.
To demonstrate its applicability for realistic open systems, we apply the dynamic mean field quantum dissipative theory to simulate the photo-induced excitation and nonradiative decay of an embedded butadiene molecule. The Markovian approximation is adopted to further reduce the computational time, and the resulting Markovian formulation assumes a variation of Lindblad's semigroup form, which is shown to be numerically stable. In the calculation, all 22 valence electrons in the butadiene molecule are taken as the system and treated explicitly while the nuclei of the molecules are taken as the immediate bath of the system. It is observed that (1) various excitations decay differently, which leads to different peak widths in the absorption spectra; and (2) the temperature dependences of nonradiative decay rates are distinct for various excitations, which can be explained by the different electron-phonon couplings.